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Retailers have experienced significant peaks and valleys in foot traffic 
during the pandemic. For those still looking for the peaks, Emodo Retail 
Insights paint a brighter picture for Q4 and the holiday season.* 

Emodo weekly visit trend data reveals a unique storyline for each category.

Store visit trends reveal  
positive signs for retailers

Retail Insights

*The perspective of this report is based on historical store visit trend data from 2019 and 2020 

Emodo Insights and Emodo consumer survey data. It does not take into account unpredictable 

factors, such as potential future conditions related to the COVID-19 pandemic or the forthcom-

ing US election. 
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Nearly 7 out of 10 consumers will  
spend at least what they spent last  
year, if not more. 

In-store experiences are crucial for driving retail sales. Each retail category, 
and each retailer within each category, has a different recovery story when 
it comes to in-store footfall. Apparel and department stores are among the 
categories still lagging in terms of recovery and still have more ground to 
make up (compared to other categories and 2019 store visits). See foot 
traffic data in the graph below. 

“Retail, right now, is largely a game of the art of the  
possible rather than the art of the intended . . . it’s much 
more about what you can do versus what you want to do.”
    –Bryan Gildenberg, SVP of Commerce at Omnicom Retail Group

While 2020 can certainly be described as a  
year of disruptions, Emodo’s latest Retail  
Insights data point to some Q4 bright spots  
for brick and mortar retailers. 
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The graph above shows a stark difference between Nordstrom, Macy’s and Kohl’s department stores. 
In June and July, Kohl’s foot traffic was nearly on par with pre-COVID numbers and in line with the 
2019 category average. Of course, the year-over-year comparison shows that generally, department 
stores still have ground to make up. However, week-by-week patterns are starting to look similar 
to 2019 and consumers have shown a willingness (perhaps an eagerness) to shop for key seasonal 
events. Additionally, a few department stores, like Nordstrom, have made up for reduced footfall by 
successfully implementing new ecommerce strategies.

Emodo weekly foot traffic report 2019 for the Retail Category and 2020 for the selected retailers

For department stores, recovery is slower and varied, but looking up

2020 Crisis Back to School 2019 Holidays

Kohls Macy’s Nordstrom 2019Baseline
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2020 Department store foot traffic % change month over month

During the early Summer, after department stores had reopened, the 2020 back-to-school shopping 
period was uniquely prolonged (began earlier and continued into September) and more fragmented, 
but ultimately it was nearly as successful as previous years. It would be reasonable for department 
store marketers to expect a similar pattern during the holiday shopping period. 

For many retailers, the season will likely reach some of last year’s benchmarks. An Emodo consumer 
survey conducted in early August revealed early evidence of a similarly prolonged holiday season.

When Consumers Start 2020 Holiday Shopping*

* Emodo Consumer Study
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Across demographic groups, shopping behaviors have shifted significantly

For many retailers, the key to successful 2020 holiday campaigns is shifting the message to meet the 
revised needs of each audience. For some, however, it may not be enough to target demos differently. 
It may be more effective to target different demos.

Pandemic living has carved store traffic into four different paths: 
• shopping in-store
• shopping online and picking up in-store
• shopping online and picking up curbside
• shopping online only 

While curbside and in-store pick up aren’t brand new, they are much more widely offered and adopted 
as shoppers choose to avoid close contact due to the virus. 

Millennials are migrating even further to online shopping only. The young-
est group (18-24) avoids in-store shopping in favor of any other available 
option, while 45-65 are leaning towards the in-store experience. 

Dads have expressed a greater degree of optimism about the holidays, they 
are more likely to shop in-store and have become much more active shoppers. 

Dads are planning to Dads are planning to spend 2x morespend 2x more  
than moms this holiday season. than moms this holiday season. 

Age group by type of shopping
(A) In-store shopping
(C) Online order/pick up in-store

(B) Online shopping for home delivery
(D) Online order/curbside pickup

Letters indicate statistical significance at 95%
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Mobile is essential

Retailers report 50% more app usage than in 2019. About half of consumers are more active and 
dependent on their mobile devices than ever before. Their adoption of apps is fueled by services like 
curbside and in-store pick up, contactless payment, and limited contact with store employees. With 
more eyes in apps, retailers have tremendous—and measurable—opportunities. 

Mobile display, video and audio advertising can bring virtual shopping and styling experiences to life 
and connect with consumers within essential mobile contexts.

  Emodo CPG Study, June 2020

Agility counts 

More than ever, this holiday season will be about 
implementing different advertising tactics for  
different audiences. And, retail marketers need  
to be able to change on a dime. To that end, inven-
tory and targeting accuracy is crucial. The ability  
to make immediate, informed adjustments may 
make the difference between an okay holiday and  
a merry one. 

Consumer behavior is fluctuating regionally, 
based on economic and pandemic factors in 
those markets. Keeping a close eye on regional 
shifts has never been so vital. 

48%48% of consumers have increased their mobile phone usage of consumers have increased their mobile phone usage

Those users are Those users are 86% 86% more likely to report greater Holiday spendmore likely to report greater Holiday spend

They are They are ~2X ~2X more likely to increase in-store and curbside pickupmore likely to increase in-store and curbside pickup

Week-by-week mobility 
Insights reveal constant 
change. For a closer look, 
visit: emodoinc.com/ 
recovery-strategies/

http://emodoinc.com/ recovery-strategies/
http://emodoinc.com/ recovery-strategies/
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Creativity is key

With so many constraints on shopping, retailers are combining channels to maximize reach and  
promote new, different, and relevant ways to shop. Some of that requires a shift in retail strategy. 
However, success ultimately depends on crisp, relevant communication buoyed by more specific  
messaging, accurate targeting, based on revised behaviors and sharp ad creative. 

Include Emodo in your holiday plans

Retailers have a real opportunity to end a difficult year with a positive holiday stretch. The Emodo 
team is ready to help. Emodo inventory and audiences are carrier verified for greater accuracy.  
That means less waste and better results. Talk to us about your plans and challenges. We’ll deliver  
the unique gift of better performance. 

• Mobile-first expertise     

• High performance video, audio, display and CTV inventory

• Creative development and iteration 

 
A wide range of strategic and custom audiences: 

Pre-COVID Loyalists
Target audiences based on their pre-pandemic  
shopping patterns. It’s a smart way to drive loyal  
customers back to the store and a great strategy  
for conquesting too.

Curb-Siders
Whether you want to increase curb-side pick-up or  
encourage curb-siders to shop inside, now you can  
target curb-siders with just the right message.  

Active Shoppers & New Decision Makers
Attitudes and behaviors vary on an individual basis. 
Target the most active shoppers or those who are 
slower to emerge. Also, whether men, moms or  
millennials Emodo demos are exceptionally accurate. 

Re-emerging Geos
Store restrictions vary by region and county,  
so message where it matters with regional relevance.

Want to know more about Emodo solutions and Insights?  
Visit Emodoinc.com or drop us a line at info@emodoinc.com

http://Emodoinc.com
mailto:info%40emodoinc.com?subject=

